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Title: DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round: Core Fighters Character: Akira
Genre: Action
Developer:
Team NINJA, KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Core i7 870 over

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280×720 pixel over

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Online modes for Dead or Alive 5 Last Round will be added in a patch within 3 months of release.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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Such a shame that my solar panel aren't charging my satellite. Great game... That is if your 7 and under. It's GTA V with no
guns or anything sexual or killing or basically anything and it's replaced with kittens.... Every 5 yr olds dream. It's a nice
simulation for a steering wheel or for fun. Dont expect crashes or damage, it has none.. It's free and entertaining though there
are not a lot of players on the servers just yet.. For this price - it's hard to find a better VN, the story is good and the visuals are
beautiful. Definitely recommend it!. I am enjoying it, plus there's some grind in there for fans of boxes, but you don't have to.. I
love this one and high praise to the developer(s) for their first entry onto Steam with this really fun and unique action game!

Watch my first play and impressions video HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dRHqJCHfO1o&feature=youtu.be

It starts off pretty difficult but if you are patient, you'll be rewarded with some really fun and high adrenaline retro arcade
gaming fun here with BlamBox! This game runs very smooth on my 3 year old gaming pc netting over 500 fps, is 100% mouse
controlled so no worrying about what keys to use and it's a blast to play!

Definitely recommended and well worth the asking price here! Don't miss out if you enjoy these kinds of games! 9 out of 10.
No one to play what a waste of money. Detached is lovely. It's an experience. It's intense as hell. If you're lucky enough not to
be susceptible to VR sickness, consider disabling the comfort options, and "strap in".
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As i wasnt even able to get into a match due to the incomprehensible menus and redicolous lobby system for matches, my
review is only based on the short time i could tolerate this mess of a game.

Dont wate your time even downloading this game, its extremley out dated and there are far better free to play games that do
everything this game tries to do but better, the text is microscopic, the resolution dosent seem to change at all when you can
even find the options menu and there dosent seem to be a quit option anywhere.

This game might be ok if it was a Mobile game but not as anything else.. Cute little story, but with only one choice in the whole
thing (which determines the good, bad, or worse end) I can't recommend it. I wish i had this game as a child, This game is very
easy to jump in and play, If you dont feel creative you can download creations other people have uploaded to the steam
workshop (Tanks,planes,rockets,cars) are all on the workshop, But if you do wish to create your own vehicles, Then no sweat,
The easy to use editor has got you covered, Now this is a early access title so there are bugs but they are not game breaking..
Bought a few copies of this on the fly when i saw the name. Figured, "what the hell" and spent $.25 per copy, and that was about
how much this game is worth if you're being generous. I really like the concept, graphics, and gameplay of Arcane Golf as a
whole, and I feel that the level of challenge it presents is hard enough to be fun but not frustratingly difficult. It's definitely a
game I'd reccomend to anyone who even thinks they might like it. I can't get enough of the gameplay, and the game is really fun
to look at, which is a huge bonus.. Pretty good for when yur toats blazed yo. kawaii kumiko. Avoid if you are afflicted by
shitdows10. Upgrade to windows 7 and it will work better. A buggy but good game. Quite a bit of micromanagement..
Explosions - check.
Colorful - check.
Addictive - check.

I have to say, if you like Galaga but wished you could move around really awkwardly across the screen then you may like this. It
is insanely colorful and exciting looking. The incessantly up-beat techno\/edm does sorta start a small little tiny headache right
about the eyebrows, but all in all fitting for the setting. You can't have that many explosions in space without that type of music.

The biggest con I'm seeing right now are the keyboard controls - you cannot use the mouse and it gets a little strenuous trying to
move and fire at the same time. Especially because I didn't know if I was about to go forward or backward on the screen for half
of it.

Either way, still enjoy the game, would recommend. Might post screenshots later on :)
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